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Qualifications
Apr 2009  PGCE Art & Design, UK

Jul 2007  Masters Fine Arts Multimedia Activity, 
    Technical University of Radom, Poland

Teaching Experience
Aug 2017 - Present Zayed University
   Adjunct Instructor

Aug 2017 - July 2018 Sheikh Zayed Private Academy for Girls, Abu Dhabi, UAE 
   Head of Arts

Sep 2015 – Aug 2017 Gems International School, Dubai, UAE
   Art Teacher, grades KG-5

Sep 2013 – Aug 2015 Ras Al Khaimah Academy, UAE
   Art Teacher, grades 7-12

Sep 2010 – Aug 2013 Bablake School, UK
   Art and Photography Teacher,grades 3-11

Oct 2009 – Aug 2010 Rugby High School, UK
   Art Teacher, grades 7-12

Kasia Dzikowska
Nationality  Polish
Born   27 September, 1983
Telephone  +971 (0) 504 921 432
E-mail   katarzyna.dzikowska@zu.ac.ae
Website  kasiadzikowska.com



Selected Exhibitions
1-30 Jul 19  Envision Arts, USA
7-30 May 19  Emerge III Converging Lines, Venice, IT
14 Feb – 2 Apr 19 RAK Fine Arts Festival 2019, Ras Al Khaimah, UAE
2 -6 Dec 18  UAE National Day Installation, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, Abu Dhabi
6-12 Oct 18  Message of Love, Sinyar Gallery, Dubai
29 Oct -12 Nov 18  Soul of the Desert, Art Hub Gallery, Dubai
16-22 Aug 18  Show Your Best, Cartoon Gallery, Dubai
8 Mar 18  SPE International Women Day Exhibition, Emirates Palace, Abu Dhabi
15 Oct 17 – 20 Feb 18 Wall of Happiness, Exhibition M Gallery, R Hotel The Palm Jumeirah
10 – 17 Oct 18  Art and Headlines, Khaleej Times Collaboration, Andakulova Gallery
27 May – 26 Jun 17 Vibes of Ramadan, Avani Hotel, Dubai
08 Mar – 30 Apr 17 Be Bold For Change, The Café, Crowne Plaza, Dubai
03 Nov – 02 Dec 16 My Flag My World, CITIZEN E Gallery, Dubai
19 Mar – 2 Apr 16 Eva 2 Exhibition, Art Plus Gallery, Dubai
13 – 24 Mar 16  Sikka16, Al Fahidi Historical Neighbourhood, Dubai
18 - 21 Jan 16  Art In Secret, Showcase Gallery, Dubai
16 Jan – 13 Feb 16 International Postcard Show, Surface Gallery, Nottingham, UK
3 Dec 15   Martyrs of the Nation, Art Plus Gallery, Dubai
13 Nov – 05 Dec 15 City Walk, Dubai
24 Oct 15  Animal Exhibition, Almas Tower, Jumeirah Lakes Towers, Dubai
15 – 17 Oct 15  Art Fair Dubai, The Address Hotel, Dubai Mall, Dubai 
14 – 24 Mar 15  Sikka15, Al Fahidi Historical Neighbourhood, Dubai
19 – 21 Feb 15  RAK Fine Arts Festival 2015, Ras Al Khaimah, UAE
1 Oct –  6 Nov 14 Art from the Mind’s Eye, Art Couture Gallery, Al Badia Golf Club, Dubai
20 – 22 Feb 14  RAK Fine Arts Festival 2014, UAE, 1st Place Winner, Art Category
16 Jan – 2 Feb 13  International Postcard Show, Surface Gallery, Nottingham, UK
22 – 29 Nov 12  Rugby Open Exhibition, Rugby Gallery and Museum, UK
1 Aug 12 – 1 Aug 13 Featured Newcomer to Coventry 2012, Herbert Art Gallery and Museum, Coventry, UK
18 Jan – 5 Feb 12 City of Sanctuary, The Herbert Gallery, Coventry, UK

Participation
2-6 Feb 19  Tolerance, Group Street Art Initiative, AD Municipality
17 Mar 17  Painting Workshop Instructor, Sikka 17, Alserkal Foundation, Dubai
06-09 Apr 16  World Art Dubai, UAE
28-30 Jan 16  UAE-Oman artists’ retreat, Liwa Art Hub
30 Sep – 1 Nov 15 TiECon 2015, Intercontinental Hotel, Dubai, Art motivational speech
12 Sep 15  Live Painting, The Fridge, Alserkal Avenue, Dubai
28 – 30 May 15  Artist Exchange, Muscat, Oman

Artist Statement
In my art practice I am connecting with the communities that surround me, 
focusing on elements that are emotionally important for people in their 
community. I am interested in the spiritual aspect of how we perceive ourselves 
and the world around us, and connections that we create, whether they be with 
places, things, or each other. 

A significant part of my work centres around residents of the UAE, focusing on 
their existence, their perception of themselves and their ambitions. Part of my 
process before I begin painting is to connect with my subject on a personal level 
by meeting people and listening to their stories, visiting the place or reading 
about it. I do not merely want to capture the image with my brushes; rather I 
want to show the inner beauty of the people and places that I document.  

Biography
Kasia Dzikowska is an Abu Dhabi based artist. She was born in Poland in 1983 
and that’s where she studied Fine Arts and gained MFA in 2007. She established 
an art practice in UK, where she took part in various exhibitions and become an 
Art Educator in 2009. 

In 2013 Kasia made the decision to move to the Middle East where she has 
been based ever since. Her artwork has become heavily influenced by regional 
factors, and is a visual comentary on matters of everyday existance. Since 
then she maintained an active studio practice for paintings, mixed media and 
installations, installation taking place at the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque in 
Abu Dhabi, celebrating the 47th UAE National Day. She was awarded 1st Place 
in the Ras Al Khaimah Fine Arts Festival Art category for my series ‘Notice me’, 
and has exhibited at Sikka15 and 16 in Dubai.

Kasia works in variety of media, including painting, digital graphics and 
installation. Her work includes strong use of repetition and habitual 
documenting and is commenting on socio-gender issues through visual 
memories recording. Part of her work is influenced by the Middle East, 
particularly by the empowerment of local women in the UAE.
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  Fluid Resistance           

Description
Fluid Resistance is an art project that investigates the presence of energy that creates visible disturbances when an object 
is moved through a space. The starting point and a reference is the rapid movement of limbs through viscous water, an 
action that requires an increased amount of energy and is strenuous to perform. Performing movement in water in a way 
that aims to imitate an effort out in the air, draws similarity to performing an unwanted but necessary act that strains 
one’s willpower to pursue further. Little shapes of air, trapped as bubbles, are a visual reminder of the struggle that, 
moments earlier, occupied the space.
 
In a symbolic way, artwork in this project represents undercover resistance against the uninvited duress that, although 
accepted by logic, is rejected by our subconscious.

Make me a cuppa, won’t you?

Lasercut on pinted paper
2019



Walk it, for the 6th time

Lasercut on pinted paper
2019

8 am meeting ... again

Lasercut on pinted paper
2019



Passing through

Description
Our perceptions of how fulfilled we are as individuals through the passage of time is deeply dependent on our internal 
mental dialogue, as well as the strength and intensity of the thought paths that we practice in our inner conversations 
every day. This project is a visualisation of these dialogues and the record of how they are impacting our feeling of 
contentment from day to day. Passing Through revisits a period of 52 weeks, derived from intimate records of that time, 
and is showing progression through a mental breakdown initiated by a stressful and hostile environment, through the 
long, arduous and ultimately hopeful journey of recovery from it. 

This is my second project that visits creation as a string of consecutive undertakings, created on a regular basis. 

Passing Through 18/14/04/01

Watercolour on paper
2019





UAE National Day Installation

Description
This interactive installation brings together celebration of the Year of Zayed with the 47th UAE National Day and was 
commissioned for the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, Abu Dhabi. It aims to raise the awareness of Sheikh Zayed’s legacy 
through an engaging work that promotes exploration and utilizes iconic imagery from the Grand Mosque.

This artwork took the form of a large scale, digital printed photo mosaic, creating a portrait of HH Sheikh Zayed Al 
Nahyan, the Founding Father of the UAE. The mosaic artwork was created from prints of a large postcard size, totalling 
90 artworks to make up his image in 7 separate layers, each representing one of the Emirates of the UAE. Individuals 
were invited to remove a piece to keep, revealing the layers beneath and changing the portrait on each occasion.

Sheikh Zayed installation at the
Sheik Zayed Grand Mosque,
Abu Dhabi

Acrylic, MDF and Forex
1.2 x 1.8m
2018



Mothers

Description
This interactive artwork is based around the impact of mother figures on our lives, stimulating a variety of the viewer’s 
senses as they enter into the piece itself and wrap themselves up in it as they would their own mother’s arms. This 
installation is a tribute to the hard work undertaken by mother figures across the globe.  

When we are small children, our mother figures are the boundaries of our whole world. They shape us, form us and allow 
us to grow.  Through their eyes w e discover, through their hands we are guided and through their hearts we learn right 
from wrong.  Our connection to our mothers is a strong one that invokes many memories, including smell, which will be 
reflected by each of the figures having its own distinct perfume in the fabric for the viewers to experience. 

Stepping into each figure, the viewer can associate each scent with a person or a time in their own lives. The base that was 
set up by the maternal role models in our lives gives us the foundation upon which to grow, continuing along our lives as 
we take them with us in our hearts wherever we go, and my piece aims to evoke those feelings.

Mothers

Fabric, wire, perfumes
2016



Constellations

Description
This project is an abstract visualization of the complex inter-relationships between members of a family. None of us is 
an isolated being standing alone. Our family always influences us, whether biological or adopted. We are a produce of 
our upbringing and interactions with our close ones. Even when we are not close with each other, we are still under each 
other’s influence in subtle ways. These relationships inform our personalities to make up who we are. In Constellations, 
I explore these relationships in a family, capturing them with symbolic patterns, colours, distances and dimensions to 
produce a window on how a family sees itself.

Constellations 1 - Kasia

Oil on canvas
100 x 80 cm
2014

Constellations 3 - Aesha

Oil on canvas
150cm x 100 cm
2014



Notice Me

Description
This series began with my observations of Emirati women going about their everyday tasks. Although they are fully 
covered in a black abaya with a hijab or niqab, sometimes as a casual observer I could catch a glimpse of beauty escaping 
the abaya: a hem of delicate fabric, a shine of an elaborate shoe or extraordinary shades of colour on their eyelids. The 
fact that these signs of hidden beauty were unintentionally revealed was more stimulating than any attractiveness that 
was free to see from a simple glance. It made me wonder about the women beneath the black material; what are their 
dreams, ambitions and colours that are hidden from us? 

The outcome of this work, created from repeated patterns in ink, is butterflies – symbols of beauty and inspiration. In it 
I explore my vision of Emirati women by using time-intensive techniques that mirror the process of self-beautification. 
This work is built up with layers of ink and watercolour washes, with the butterfly patterns added in ink to finish; 
highlighting the colour washes and ensuring they are noticed.

This work was awarded 1st Place in the Art category at the 2nd Annual Ras al Khaimah Fine Arts Festival, 2014.

Notice Me in Blue 1

Watercolour and ink on paper
56 x 76 cm
2013

Notice Me 6

Watercolour and ink on paper
56 x 76 cm
2013
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